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SUMMARY 
  
The energy methods for solutions of boundary value problems of plates, subjected to static 
loading have already been study from the XVIII century. Using the energy methods for solution of 
boundary value problem of plates represent an important method to find approximate solutions to 
static or dynamic plate problems when exact solutions are unavailable or too cumbersome for practical 
application. Also there are well known for the Ritz method the solution who use the product of beam 
shape (trigonometrycal functions). For this case we choose for study the all sides clamped rectangular 
plate having a static loading. The Ritz methods consist in selecting a suitable infinite series expression 
of the shape functions who satisfies the geometrical boundary conditions, and the differential equation 
motion is not required. The unknown coefficients in shape functions equations are obtained from the 
minimum total energy principle. We use for the displacement expression the approximate function: 
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In  this study we consider a rectangular plate made by wood load by a static forces who have the 
dimensions 5.2=a m, 25.1=  m, [ ]mh 02,0=  (thickness). The plate is consider to be clamped all 
along the edges.We selecting a suitable infinite series expression of the deflection having the form: 
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Having the displacement in the middle of plate can be determinated the bending moments 
especially in the dangerous section. For the first mode, dangerous sections are in the middle of plate 
and the expressions for bending moments calculus are: 
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The calculus was made for the first mode 1, =ji  1, =nm , and the result for the maximum 
displacement of the points from the center of the plate at 25.1=a [ ]m , 625.0=b [ ]m , [ ]mh 02,0=  
is less than the admitted displacement. Using this value it can be calculated the efforts from any cross 
section of the plate. This Ritz method represent an attractive modality to solve the problems, 
especially for the plate having all sides supported, for which we can give the exactly roots of the 
differential equation motion especially for the first mode 1,1 == ji . For the plates who have one or 
more free sides the calculus is more complicated and the roots we obtaining have a less precision. 
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